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(54) Displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles

(57) The invention relates to a displaceable rolling
bogie for railway vehicles, in which the wheels (4) are
assembled with the possibility of displacement on the
corresponding axle body (1) to change the track gauge,

having locking elements (11) which come out from and
go into fixed sockets by means of lowering and raising
the axle body (1) to release the displacement of the re-
spective wheel (4) and to fix it in the selective positions
of the track gauge.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the railway sec-
tor, providing a displaceable rolling bogie for railway ve-
hicles capable of adapting to the gauge of the track au-
tomatically.

State of the Art

[0002] The rolling bogies of railway vehicles incorpo-
rate the corresponding axles on which the wheels which
move on the two rails forming the railway track are mount-
ed. These wheels are separated from one another by a
distance defined by the distance between the rails of the
tracks along which it will move.
[0003] Since there are different configurations of rail-
way tracks in which the distance between their two rails
is different, such as the case within Spain with the so
called "Renfe" track gauge and the so called "UIC" track
gauge, variable gauge rolling bogies in which the change
of track gauge is done automatically have been devel-
oped, this being the field to which the present invention
is limited.
[0004] In this field of railway vehicles in which the dis-
tance between their wheels is automatically adapted to
the distance between the two rails of the track along
which they move, a distinction is made, for example, be-
tween those rolling bogies in which the axle body on
which the wheels are mounted is fixed, and the wheels
rotate on it, and those in which said axle body is rotary
and rotates together with the wheels. For the case of
railway vehicles with fixed axle, the solution disclosed by
the Spanish Patent ES 2204483 of the same applicant
as the present invention is known, for example.
[0005] In the case of railway vehicles with rolling bogie
incorporating a rotary axle body, solutions as disclosed
by the Spanish Patent ES 2184538 also belonging to the
applicant of this invention, or the solution disclose by doc-
ument WO 2009/133227 of "Patentes Talgo", are known.
[0006] Likewise, another classification can be made
depending on the system used for unlocking the wheels
of the bogie during automatic change, there being fun-
damentally two types of solutions. On one hand, a solu-
tion is known in which the axial unlocking of the wheels
with respect to the axle body is done by means of an
actuation on latches travelling with the wheels. This ac-
tuation is established through locking/unlocking guides
which form part of a fixed installation arranged on the
ground close to the rails; so that when the railway vehicle
reaches, in its path, the point in which the locking/unlock-
ing guides are located, these guides will act on said latch-
es, displacing them against retaining means to thus re-
lease the wheels, allowing the axial displacement of the
wheels along the axle body to its new position. Such is
the case of the solution proposed in the aforementioned
document WO 2009/133227 and in the Japanese Patent

JP2007314134 of "RTRI".
[0007] On the other hand, there are those solutions in
which said unlocking is done as a result of a vertical
movement of the axle body of the bogie, this movement
being caused by gravity so that when the axle body is
displaced by gravity, the automatic release of the locking
means fixing the position of the wheels is produced, this
is the case of the system disclosed in the aforementioned
patent ES 2204483, and it is to what relates the present
invention that proposes a variable gauge and automatic
change bogie with a rotary axle body which, upon reach-
ing the point of automatic change of the track gauge, said
axle body falls by gravity, releasing the locking means of
the wheels to allow the axial and automatic displacement
of these along the axle body to the new position, in which
they also automatically lock as the axle body returns to
its initial position.
[0008] The solution proposed by the present invention
has been designed to achieve an automatic change of
track gauge in bogies of railway vehicles, including both
electric and diesel self-driven as well as towed vehicles
which may reach service speeds up to 300 km/h and axle
loads up to 22.5 Tm., these values are given as the in-
dication of the high performance required but not in a
limiting sense.

Object of the invention

[0009] According to the present invention, the rolling
bogie has a rotating axle body on to which is mounted
the corresponding transmission, in the case of driving
bogies, this transmission driving the rotating axle body
directly to thus provide the necessary torque and rotation
speed to the corresponding wheels.
[0010] The two wheels are mounted on to the axle body
with the axial clearance necessary to allow the transverse
displacement thereof on said axle body thus enabling
their positioning at the required distance, according to
the track gauge along which will be driven.
[0011] The actuation of both wheels is done from the
axle body through respective couplings which transmit
the torque and the corresponding rotation to the wheels
in the different relative positions of the wheels on the
rotating axle body; so that it is thus ensured that the ro-
tational speed of both wheels be the same and identical
to that of the axle body, whereby the self-guiding effect
occurring in the conventional assembled axles is ob-
tained.
[0012] The end support boxes with the corresponding
primary suspension are arranged in the ends of the axle
body. The fixing of the transverse position of each wheel
on the axle body is done by mounting bearings housed
in a locking bushing, the anchoring of which in the end
support boxes allows fixing the axial position of the
wheels in the axle body at the level required by the track
gauge along which it will be driven. The fixing of each
wheel is done through two locking pins solid with the
aforementioned locking bushing.
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[0013] There are two pairs of sockets for said locking
pins in each end support box; such that, depending on
which of the two locking pins are being inserted into one
or the other of the two pairs of sockets, the distance be-
tween the wheels will be that required for driving along
each one of the two foreseen track gauges.
[0014] As indicated previously, the locking system is
by gravity, taking advantage of the vehicle weight itself
to ensure that the locking pins fixing the position of the
wheels are maintained in their sockets in the end support
boxes.
[0015] When changing track gauge, there is a down-
wardly inclined track sector with the current gauge,
reaching two additional rails on to which sheaves that
are incorporated in the end support boxes take support
and roll. When the end support boxes take support, the
axle body starts dropping by gravity, the two locking pins
coming out of each wheel, out of one of the two pairs of
sockets of the end support boxes, which allows the dis-
placement of the wheels along the axle body until reach-
ing the position corresponding to the new track gauge,
at which time the process is reversed; so that the locking
pins now penetrate the other pair of sockets, which fixes
the wheels in the new position of track gauge.
[0016] At the ends of the rotary axle body known as
grips bearings are mounted on which rest the end support
boxes, transmitting the vertical load of the vehicle to-
wards the track. These bearings are axially immobilized
with respect to the axle body and on each of them a sleeve
is mounted having two locking pins, in correspondence
with respective sockets arranged in each end support
box, which allows fixing the axle body to the end support
boxes maintaining the relative distance between both
support boxes, and therefore, between the two wheels
of the axle with a locking system which, similarly to the
fixing of the wheels, also works by gravity.

Description of the Drawings

[0017]

Figure 1 is a view of a rotating axle body (1) with its
wheels (4) arranged in a position corresponding to
a track gauge.
Figure 2 is a view such as Figure 1 but with the
wheels (4) arranged in the position corresponding to
the other track gauge.
Figure 3 shows one end of the axle body (1) cut out
at the locking pins (11 and 12) when the wheels (4)
occupy the position corresponding to one of the two
possible track gauges.
Figure 4 shows one end of the axle body (1) in the
same position as Figure 3 but now cut out at a lon-
gitudinal middle plane to see the components (5a,
5b and 5c) of the transmission (5).
Figures 5 and 6 are respective views such as Figures
3 and 4, respectively, but in the position correspond-
ing to the lowered axle body (1) and the unlocked

pins (11 and 12).
Figures 7 and 8 are respective views such as Figures
3 and 4, respectively, but now with the wheels (4)
arranged in the position corresponding to the other
track gauge.
Figure 9 is a perspective view of one of the ends of
the axle body (1) which allows seeing the pins (11
and 12) and their sockets (16 and 17).
Figure 10 is also a perspective view such as Figure
9, but now with the sockets (16 and 17) already
closed by their covers (22 and 23).
Figure 11 is also a perspective view such as Figure
10, but now seen from the lower part to enable seeing
the sheave (14) and the skid (25).
Figure 12 shows the fundamental components of
each safety latch in perspective.
Figure 13 is a top and schematic plan view showing
the installation fixed on the ground in the point where
the track gauge changes.

Detailed Description of the invention

[0018] The object of the present invention is a variable
gauge rolling bogie, which, as seen in Figures 1 and 2,
has a rotating axle body (1) . On this rotating axle body
(1) is mounted, on one hand, the corresponding trans-
mission (2), in the case of driving bogies, the braking
discs (3) and the rolling members formed by the wheels
(4). On the other hand, the corresponding bogie frame
is assembled through the end support boxes (10) and
the primary suspension (13) from a pack of helical springs
located on the upper part of the support box (10) and
responsible for transmitting the vertical loads. The trans-
mission (2) directly drives the axle body (1), providing it
with torque and rotation speed necessary for its move-
ment.
[0019] The wheels (4) are mounted on to the axle body
(1) with the radial clearance necessary to allow the trans-
verse movement thereof on said axle body (1), this en-
abling the positioning of such wheels (4), according to
the distance required by the separation between the rails
(15) of the track along which it will drive.
[0020] Both wheels (4) are driven by the axle body (1)
through respective couplings (5) which transmit the
torque and the rotation to the wheels (4) for the different
possible relative axial positions of said wheels (4) along
the axle body (1).
[0021] Each coupling (5), as seen in Figures 4, 6 and
8, has three parts identified with the references (5a, 5b
and 5c) which interact with one another by means of two
conjugated gearing pairs formed therein. The inner most
part (5a) is locked onto the axle body (1), being solid with
it, and has an outer gearing through which it meshes with
an intermediate spacer which is the part (5b), which part
in turn meshes with an outer bushing which is the part
(5c) that is flanged at the wheel (4).
[0022] Thus, the rotating axle body (1) drives the
wheels (4) in rotation, for any relative axial position be-
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tween the latter and the former. The two gearing pairs
are curved cogs, to be able to absorb the possible mis-
alignments between the axle body (1) and the axles of
the wheels (4) . As seen in Figures 1, the couplings (5)
are assembled on the outer side of the wheels (4), iden-
tified as the grips side, leaving the central part of the axle
body (1) free for assembling the demultiplier of the trans-
mission (2) and the braking discs (3).
[0023] The fixing of the transverse position of each
wheel (4) on the axle body (1) is established by means
of mounting axial bearings (6), arranged on the outer part
(5c) of the coupling (5). Each bearing (6) is housed in a
locking bushing (7), which is a non-rotating piece. These
bearings (6) support the wheel (4) - rail (15) transverse
forces, these forces being finally absorbed in the support
boxes (10).
[0024] Each locking bushing (7), as seen in Figure 9,
determines respective symmetrical arm-like cantilever
expansions (7a) escorting the axle body (1) in diametric
opposite position. In the free end of each expansion (7a)
is arranged a locking pin (11). In correspondence with
the two locking pins (11) of each locking bushing (7),
there are two pairs of sockets (16) solid with the end
support box (10).
[0025] With the penetration of the two locking pins (11)
of each locking bushing (7) into one or the other of the
two pairs of sockets (16) of the end support box (10), the
two possible transverse positions of each wheel (4) along
the axle body (1) are fixed to be able to thus condition
the distance between the wheels (4) to the two different
track gauges.
[0026] As seen in Figures 3, 5 and 7, the locking pins
(11) determine lower expansions (11a) establishing both
a guiding action and stopping action in the transverse
movements of the wheels (4) when the lower expansions
(11a) are displaced along openings existing in the end
support box (10).
[0027] In the ends of the rotary axle body (1) known
as grips are assembled bearings (8) on which the support
boxes (10) rest, transmitting the vertical load of the ve-
hicle towards the track. These bearings (8) are axially
immobilized with respect to the axle body (1) and on each
of them is mounted a sleeve (9) which allows fixing the
axle body (1) to the support box (10), maintaining the
relative distance between both support boxes (10) and,
therefore, between the two wheels (4), see Figures 1 and
2.
[0028] For fixing the axle body (1) to the support boxes
(10), each sleeve (9) determines respective arms (9a)
which, as seen in Figure 9, are extended symmetrically
in diametric opposite position with respect to the axle
body (1). In each of these arms (9a) is assembled a lock-
ing pin (12); such that, in correspondence with each lock-
ing pin (12), there is a socket (17) solid with the support
box (10).
[0029] On the other hand, each end support box (10)
comprises, as seen in Figure 1, a sheave (14) in corre-
spondence with an additional rail (18), see Figure 2.

[0030] Figure 13 depicts the fixed installation on the
ground, for changing the track gauge. This installation
comprises: a downwardly inclined track sector (15a) with
the current track gauge (15); the additional rail (18); two
deflector guides (19) which are responsible for bringing
each wheel (4) to its position for the new track gauge
once they have been unlocked, and an upwardly inclined
track sector (15b) with the new track gauge (15c).
[0031] The operation for changing track gauge is the
following: the unit goes through the installation for chang-
ing track gauge at low speed driven by its own traction
equipment. The wheels (4) move over the rolling rail (15)
which starts a progressive downward inclination in the
sector identified with the reference (15a); so that it will
reach a time where the end support boxes (10) are sup-
ported throught the sheave (14), by the additional rail
(18). When the end support boxes (10) are supported,
the axle body (1) starts dropping until the separation ex-
isting between the support box (10) and the sleeve (9) is
consumed, the axle body (1) thus being completely un-
loaded, at which time the rail of the downwardly inclined
track (15a) disappears.
[0032] As the axle body (1) drops, the anchoring pins
(11) come out of one of the two pairs of sockets (16) in
the body of the support box (10); so that the wheels (4)
are unlocked and, therefore, with freedom for transverse
movement along the axle body (1).
[0033] With the wheels (4) unlocked, the deflector
guides (19) bring the wheels (4) to their position for the
new track gauge and, when the wheels (4) are duly po-
sitioned, the rail (15b) with the new track gauge and with
an upwardly inclined ramp path appears, forcing the axle
body (1) to rise vertically until reaching a point in which
the locking pins (11) have already penetrated into the
other pair of sockets (16), fixing the wheels (4) in this
new position of track gauge, as seen in Figures 3, 5 and 7.
[0034] At that time, the wheels (4) are already support-
ed by the rail (15c) with the new track gauge and the
support of the sheave (14) on the additional rail (18) has
ended, the automatic change of the track gauge being
completed, at which time the load is again supported by
the new track through the wheels (4).
[0035] It must be mentioned that, as seen in Figures
3, 5 and 7, the locking pins (12) have, on their lower part,
a threaded shank (12b) with a bushing (12a); such that
when the body of the axle (1) drops by gravity, it lowers
the sleeve (9) with its arms (9a) and the set of locking
pin (12), threaded shank (12b) and bushing (12a), with
a guided movement with respect to the end support box
(10), such that during the entire process of automatic
change of track gauge, the position between the axle
body (1) and the support boxes (10) is thus fixed and
therefore the position of the support boxes to one another
(10) is fixed.
[0036] Figures 3, 5 and 7 show how the sockets (16
and 17) are determined by bushing-like parts identified
with the references (16a and 17a), respectively. The
sockets (16) are closed top-wise by covers (22); so that
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between these covers (22) and each bushing (16a) ex-
tend springs (20). In the same manner, the sockets (17)
are closed top-wise by covers (23), between which cov-
ers and the bushings (17a) extend springs identified with
the reference (21), see Figure 9.
[0037] With this embodiment, both the bushings (16a)
and (17a) are mounted according to a floating arrange-
ment, which allows compensating different degrees of
penetration of the pins (11 and 12) into said bushings
(16a and 17a).
[0038] On the other hand, each end support box (10)
incorporates, in its lower part, a safety latch. As seen in
Figures 11 and 12, each safety latch is formed by a piv-
oting lever (24) provided with a skid (25) intended to slide,
either on the additional rail (18) itself or on a rail attached
thereto. Upon sliding the skid (25) a rotation of the lever
(24) is established against the action of a torsion spring
which maintains it in a stable position, in which a bolt (26)
prevents the lowering movement of the bushing (9) with
respect to the support box (10). The rotation of the lever
(24) against the action of the torsion spring also causes
the rotation of the bolt (26) which is thus brought to an
unlocking position.
[0039] Thus, during the operation for changing track
gauge, the bolt (26) is removed from its normal position
by the change installation itself, upon sliding the skid (25)
on the corresponding rail and it is brought to the unlocking
position, thus only then allowing the drop of the axle body
(1). Thus, the bolt (26) prevents the drop of the axle body
(1) in driving conditions and in case a wheel accidentally
loses all the vertical load of the vehicle gravitating ther-
eon. A proximity sensor which will verify the opening and
closing sequence of the bolt (26) has been foreseen for
the purpose of ensuring that the throught the bolt (26) is
adequately locked after its passage through the installa-
tion for changing the track gauge.

Claims

1. A displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles com-
prising a rotating axle body (1) on which the wheels
(4) are assembled, the latter having a possibility of
displacement transversely along the axle body to au-
tomatically change the track gauge, this change be-
ing carried out by means of a drop of the axle body
(1) by gravity and consequent release of locking
means which then allow the displacement of the
wheels (4) to the new position in which they are fixed
by actuating said locking means again as the axle
body (1) rises to the initial position; characterized
in that in relation to each wheel (4) there is an axial
bearing (6) which is housed in a non-rotating locking
bushing (7) which incorporates locking elements
(11); wherein, corresponding with the locking ele-
ments (11) of each wheel (4), there are pairs of sock-
ets (16) located in the respective end support box
(10); and wherein during the drop of the axle body

(1) by gravity the locking elements (11) of each wheel
(4) come out from one of the pairs of sockets (16),
thus allowing the displacement of the wheel (4) to
the new track gauge position and upon lifting the axle
body (1), the locking elements (11) penetrate into
another pair of sockets (16), fixing the wheel (4) in
this new position.

2. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 1, characterized in that, at each
end of the axle body (1) a bearing (8) is mounted,
that is axially immobilized with respect to said axle
body (1) and housed in a sleeve (9) which incorpo-
rates locking elements (12) in correspondence with
sockets (17) solid with the support box (10) so that
the penetration of the locking elements (12) in the
sockets (17) fixes the axle body (1) with respect to
the support boxes (10).

3. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 1, characterized in that each
locking bushing (7) determines respective cantilever
expansions (7a) symmetrically escorting the axle
body (1), each expansion (7a) incorporating at least
one locking element (11).

4. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 2, characterized in that each
sleeve (9) determines respective cantilever arms
(9a) symmetrically perpendicular with respect to the
expansions (7a); and wherein at least one locking
element (12) is arranged in each arm (9a).

5. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claims 1 and 3, characterized in that
each locking element (11) is preferably formed by a
pin determining a lower expansion (11a) in corre-
spondence with an opening existing in the end sup-
port box (10) to thus establish a guide in the displace-
ment of the wheels (4) between the two positions
corresponding to the two track gauges and a limiting
stop for limiting these positions.

6. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claims 2 and 4, characterized in that
each locking element (12) is preferably formed by a
pin having, on its lower part and in longitudinal pro-
longation, a threaded shank (12b) with a coaxial
bushing (12a) traversing a hole of the end box (10),
such that upon the lowering of the locking pin (12)
during the drop of the axle body (1) by gravity, the
set of bushing (12a) and threaded shank (12b) slide
through the hole of the end support box (10), thus
accomplishing guiding and stopping functions.

7. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 1, characterized in that each
socket (16) is formed by a bushing (16a) intended
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for receiving the corresponding locking pin (11), and
by an upper cover (22), several springs (20) being
arranged between the bushing (16a) and the cover
(22), providing the bushing (16a) with a floating-type
assembly.

8. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 2, characterized in that each
socket (17) is formed by a bushing (17a) intended
for receiving the corresponding locking pin (12), and
by an upper cover (23), several springs (21) being
arranged between the bushing (17a) and the cover
(23), providing the bushing (17a) with a floating-type
assembly.

9. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claim 1, characterized in that the ac-
tuation of each wheel (4) from the axle body (1) is
done through a coupling (5) assembled on the outer
side of the wheel (4), which coupling is formed by
three parts (5a, 5b and 5c), the first of which, or the
inner most part, is attached solidly on to the axle
body (1); the part (5b) is an intermediate spacer and
the part (5c) is flanged to the wheel (4); these parts
(5a, 5b and 5c) interact with one another through
conjugated gearing pairs of curved cogs.

10. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claims 1 and 9, characterized in that
the axial bearing (6) of each wheel (4) is assembled
on the outer part (5c) of each coupling (5), said axial
bearing (6) thus being arranged between the outer
part (5c) and the locking bushing (7).

11. The displaceable rolling bogie for railway vehicles
according to claims 1 and 2, characterized in that
each support box (10) incorporates in its lower part
a support sheave (14) on an additional rail (18) for
when the axle body (1) has to move downward by
gravity, and a safety latch formed by a bolt (26) in-
tegral with a pivoting lever (24) which is maintained
by the action of a torsion spring, in a stable position,
said pivoting lever (24) incorporating a support skid
(25).
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